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1. Getting Started
1.1 Introduction
Tucnak is a contest logging program, primarily for VHF/UHF, based on Taclog. It is
designed to run on Linux machines; however Windows versions are available with
reduced functionality (see Section 7.3 for more info).
The emphasis of this Tucnak Primer is getting started without fuss, leaving many of the
programs features to be discovered later.

1.2 Features
Tucnak features:•
•
•
•
•
•

real time logging of qso’s (or post contest entry if you prefer)
multiband use if required
data lookup from a database of earlier contest logs
each completed qso is saved to disc.
output file types are compatible with current RSGB requirements
voice memory keyer is included for repetitive calls.

1.3 Downloading the program
The Windows version of Tucnak (currently 3.22) is available to download from:http://tucnak.nagano.cz/download.php#ver2.
The package is some 7MB in size.
Download the programme and save to a temporary location.
The package, named “TucnakInstall-3.22.exe” should now be run. The defaults, which
should be accepted, are:
•
•
•

Location: C:\Tucnak
Icon on Desktop
Run program on completion of installation

The program will run in a DOS type Window.

1.4 Getting started
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The program is not yet ready for logging. It needs to know (as a minimum) who the
operator is, and where the station is located. The default window size is also unlikely to
be to your liking.
Setting the window size:
Left click the mouse over the icon in the extreme top left of the Tucnak window. A
smaller windows appears, from which select size. You can “pull” the window frame to
suit.
Setting the callsign and locator:
Take the cursor to anywhere in the long box titled “the ultimate contestlog – necessary
known as ver. 3.22” and right click:
A series of drop down menus are available.
Click on “setup” and then click on “Contest defaults” The minimum entry here is your
own callsign and QTH locator. Click on “OK” when complete.
Setting the bands you want to use
Go to “set-up” again and then the pull down menu called “band defaults” (fig 1).
A list of available bands appears in a new window: it is split into those above, and those
below a dividing line. Those above the dividing line are those you can use Tucnak for
logging as a default. That default is probably not correct for you.

Figure 1
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Pick a band from below the dividing line that you would like to use: a further window
opens; “band settings for band xyz”. You need to get an “X” in the following places in
that new window, by left clicking the mouse between the square brackets:
[ ] qrv on this band
[ ] single op (if appropriate)
Filling in the information about the rig etc is optional and can be done later (See Section
7.1). Then hit OK.
The chosen band can now be seen above the horizontal divider in the list of bands.
For a band which you do not want to be qrv on, make sure that the X does not appear in
“qrv on this band”.
Important: “Save Configuration” before leaving the set-up part of the menu.

1.5 Beginning a contest log
Tucnak now knows who the operator is, where he is and what bands are likely to be
chosen for logging. A first contest log can be started.
Select the drop down menu under “contest”. Take an option from the wizard – chose a
contest that requires just callsigns, locators and report/serial numbers to begin with;
“IARU Region 1 VHF Contest” would be a good example:-

Figure 2

A new and imposing window will open up, called “new contest” which can mostly be
ignored while learning. Make sure your callsign and locator are in evidence; the
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remaining defaults will be fine. Towards the bottom of the window a selection of bands
may be shown, which corresponds to those you chose earlier. You will need to choose
one of these by left clicking on it. A further window will open, called “band settings for
band xyz MHz”, providing you with an opportunity to list some equipment (only if you
want). Just make certain that “X” is in the box for “qrv on this band” and put an “X” in the
box “qrv this contest”.
Hit OK on each of the two windows that were open and the logging screen will now be
available.

1.6 Logging the first qso’s
The screen, ready for the first qso, will appear as:

Figure 3

Note the following:
•

The top line in the screen confirms the type of contest chosen from the wizard
setup “IARU Region 1 VHF Contest”.

•

Most of the screen is black. This is where qso’s will appear as they are
completed.

•

The input line is the thin white rectangle near the bottom, with “rx” next to it. A
small flashing cursor is evident at its left end.

•

Also, the chosen band of 144MHz (in this example) is confirmed to the left of that
line.
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•

The serial number for the first qso is in big font, top right.

Let’s assume that the first qso is with station DL8BCD. Enter this callsign and hit
“return”. Don’t worry about what is happening in the screen while you type bits of the
callsign; that will be explained later in Section 5.
With DL8BCD entered, Tucnak needs his locator, and report and serial number. He tells
you that you are 59007 in JO43DD – so you type the report and number that you hear,
and the locator he sends. You can enter this information in whichever order it is
received, with “returns” between each bit, or a space between each. But, importantly,
the “59007” must not be separated.
The contest exchange will need to be completed by you sending your report, serial
number and locator: Enter 59 and hit return – Tucnak already knows this is qso number
001.
Once you are happy that the contest exchange is correct, it needs to be moved from the
input line to the log. Hit “return” once more, and the exchange will move to the top of the
main body of the screen, as shown below.

Figure 4

The input line is now clear and waiting for the second qso, and as a reminder the big
font serial number has changed to “002”.
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2. Problems and Shortcuts
2.1 Dealing with problems
From time to time, a callsign, locator or other information might be logged wrongly. You
might realise this during the time you enter the data on the input line, or you might
complete the data entry for the contact, put it in the log and only then realise a problem.
Correcting data in the input line
In the example below, you have been called by G5BF, so his callsign is entered. During
the qso he corrects you; it is actually G4BF. Simply type the replacement callsign on the
input line and hit enter: you will see the G4 call on the top line and the “old” G5 call
below. You can replace the call (or any other information) as many times as necessary,
while it is on the input line. Tucnak recognises and understands not to mix up RST’s
with locators or callsigns.

Figure 5

Correcting data after the qso
The next screen capture shows that a few qso’s have been logged, and you are now
called again by G4BF. When his call is entered, Tucnak recognises this as a “dupe”.
Quite correct, and a new small window opens up. The reason G4BF has called is
because he wants to give you a corrected serial number.
To deal with this, use the “down arrow” in the small window to “edit old qso” (or you can
use the mouse). Use the up and down arrows again (or mouse) in a further window to
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amend the serial number received and hit return (or OK). G4BF’s details have been
changed and the cursor is back at the input line waiting for another qso.

Figure 6

2.2 What’s on the input line ?
Data from your contact builds up as you enter information:•

QTR is the current time. This is normally GMT so take care during times when
GMT and BST are not aligned.

•

Call is the station received

•

RST–S–No is the sent report and serial number. The serial is pre-entered for the
user. If you opt for a CW contest, Tucnak provides the space for RS and T.

•

RST–R–No is the received report and number

•

QTH is the locator of your contact station

•

PTS/QRB: Tucnak calculates the distance in km. between your locator and the
distant one. This is often used to calculate the score

•

QTF: Tucnak calculates the bearing to the distant locator. Armed with this
information, beam headings can be optimised if needs be.
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As soon as you enter a callsign and hit return, something happens directly under the
“QTH” label:•

If the callsign is in Tucnak’s database, it will show a full 6 character locator.
Sometimes it will show two locators, one above the other – this happens if more
than one locator exists in the database. Try entering DL8EBW.

•

If the callsign is not in the database, Tucnak will display a 4 character locator. Try
G9BAT. It will show JO01 (Tucnak has observed the G prefix and knows that on
balance, many G stations are in that square).

2.3 Shortcut number 1
The input line is probably now looking a little messy, like you have been looking around
the band and entering a few callsigns for fun.
•

To clear the input line, Hit “F3”.

2.4 Shortcut number 2
Let’s say DL6WU calls you. Enter this call and watch the locator JN49HT appear from
the database. If that is the locator he sends you there is no need to type it in again (and
you might miss-type it).
•

To accept the locator from the database hit “Alt-X”

This is probably the commonest short-cut used in VHF contesting.

2.5 Shortcut number 3
Tucnak sometimes contains two locators in its database for one station. The uppermost
one that is displayed is chosen by “Alt X” as shown in section 2.4. To swap to the
alternative (lower) locator requires a further shortcut:
•

To swap locator from the database hit “Alt V”

Once the locator you need is on the top line, you will need to accept it with Alt X. This is
still quicker than typing in a locator and guarantees no typos.

2.6 More shortcuts
More shortcuts are listed on the Colchester Contest Group web site at:http://www.m1cro.org.uk/tucnak/tucnak.shtml
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See “Tucnak listing of hot keys”.

2.7 Accidentally terminating Tucnak
If you accidentally terminate Tucnak, or have a power failure, all is not lost. Each qso is
saved to disc as it is entered, so the worst that is likely to happen is to lose an
incompletely logged contact.
Start Tucnak again, and under the “Contest” pull down menu, select “open” This will
provide a list of previous contests from which to choose one to continue with.

2.8 Finishing a contest
The recommended route is to use the pull down menu from “Contest”, and hit “close
contest”. Then “File”, “Exit”. Depending on the flavour of Windows that is in use, it may
then be necessary to hit “X” at the top right of the Tucnak window.
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3. The Database
3.1 The Supplied Database
The supplied version of Tucnak includes a database. This provides a lookup of QTH
locator for a callsign (or vice versa). From time to time, stations change their location, or
may have more than one portable site, so Tucnak allows a maximum of two locators to
be stored. Other optional data that is stored includes an operators name, and a list of
bands he or she is known to be active on.
The database file is “tucnakcw”, which is highlighted in the screen shot below. You will
also see a file called “oldtucnakcw”.

Figure7

3.2 Importing a new database
In this order:•
•

Rename the existing database to “oldtucnakcw”
Copy in the new database.

3.3 Adding to the existing database
During a contest, you may pick up new callsigns, or locators or both. These do not
automatically go into the database – they need to be added:
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When a contest is finished keep the log open, pull down the “edit” menu and select
“update c_w from contest”. Or this can be done any time later.

Figure 8
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4. Post Contest Operations
4.1 After the contest
There is no need to do anything special after a contest, other than closing Tucnak
down. Post contest activities can follow immediately or not, as you chose.
The usual post contest activities are:•
•
•

Examine the log for obvious typos
Print the log
Submit the log

4.2 Examining the log
Look for rogue locators – such as a square that is clearly, on reflection, in the middle of
the North Sea.
Look for strange serial numbers – did you copy an incoming serial number of 903, in a 6
hour contest ? Perhaps it was 093 ?
Look for missing reports – Tucnak can be forced to log no RST by accident.

4.3 Print the log
Tucnak is not friendly here. There is no “print” button. The easiest workaround is to
“export as HTML” and print that file. The HTML file can also be imported into Excel for
manipulation.

4.4 Submit the log
From the “Contest” pull down menu, select “export as EDI”. This is the file that the
RSGB needs. It’s only formatted text and can be viewed and edited for example, with
Notepad.
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Figure 9
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5. More use of the database
5.1 Partial callsign lookup
When part of a callsign is typed in the input line, Tucnak compares this to the contents
of the database and provides a list of potential matches. This all happens very quickly
and can be distracting at first, as various lists of callsigns flash up.
The examples below show what can happen:•
•

First screen shot: You hear the first part of a German callsign “DL1A”
Second screen shot: You hear part of a call “GTH”

The calls that Tucnak selects from the database is dependant on the individual setting
for the type of contest and the band(s) in use, so results may differ from those shown.

Figure 10

In Fig 10, there are three columns. The headings are at the bottom:•
•
•

This band – matching call or part call from this contest on this band
Other bands – matches from this contest on other bands (if set up for multiband)
C_W database – matches with the database
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Figure 11

Figure 11 shows that DL0GTH/P has already been worked in this contest on this band.
It also shows in the middle column a selection of other calls containing GTH/P.

5.2 Locator lookup
The database search will also work with locators. This is useful in “search and pounce”
situations, where a callsign is not heard during an exchange, but the locator is.
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6 Voice Memory Keyer
6.1 Introduction
Tucnak includes a voice memory keyer to make repeated calls (like cq contest) easier.
In addition to the logging programme, the following are needed:•
•
•

An audio connection for the computer to the transceiver
A ptt connection from the computer to the transceiver
A recording of your voice on the computer

Taking these in turn:

6.2 Audio connection
In its simplest form, this could be a shielded lead from the computer headphone or
speaker output to the transceiver microphone input. In practice this simple system is
likely to lead to difficulties with hum, and with overload of the mic input. An isolation
circuit with variable level control is recommended.

6.3 PTT connection
The ptt connection is necessary to make the transceiver switch to transmit when the
message is played.
The computer serial port (or usb to serial converter) needs to be connected to the
transceiver. The COM port needs to be set up in Tucnak. If you are uncertain of the
COM port number, make sure that any converter is plugged in, and using the Windows
menu select Start | Settings | Control Panel | System | Hardware | Device Manager |
Ports. Often, a usb to serial converter will show up as “Prolific usb to serial converter
Com port (COM7), or similar.
With a usb to serial converter, Tucnak will think it is using a usb connection. Go into
Tucnak’s “Setup” menu, and enter the “CW Keying” sub menu. Actually this is setting up
the PTT line and not the CW mode!. Set the “keying device” to COM7 or whatever your
required com port number is. The PTT connection can be tested by hitting the “tab”
key, which will alternately send the rig into TX or RX. The relevant symbol shows up
next to the logging input line. Note that the PTT connection is also tested by Tucnak
when you start the programme.
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6.4 Interfaces
A number of interfaces are available to build, or purchase ready made. The interface will
take care of the audio link including isolation, and the PTT line, in one small box. Often,
a dedicated lead to suit a particular transceiver will also be required.

6.5 Recording and saving a wav file
Any recording software can be used to record a short “cq contest” message on the
computer. It must be a “wav” file. Take time to get this sounding nice – you may be
hearing it many times !
The message needs to be saved in Tucnak’s “cq” folder. Give it a simple name like
[yourcall].wav.

6.6 Using wav files
Tucnak’s contest setup needs to be told about the use of a recorded cq call. Go into the
“setup” menu and enter the “SSB CQ” sub menu. SSB messages 0 to 5 are available by
using F5 to F8 and F11 and F12. The screen image below shows a simple set-up for a
cq message:

Figure 12
In this instance the message has been saved as “G0VHF.wav”. Clicking on the box
which begins “SSB0” will enable editing of the path for the message. It also enables a
repeating message to be set up (R precedes the file path).
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6.7 Testing the voice memory keyer
With the settings for CW Keying and SSB CQ completed, it should be found that when
hitting “F5”, several things will happen at the same time:•
•
•

RX icon will change to TX (next to input line)
The transmitter will go into transmit
The cq message will begin to play

The message can be stopped at any time by hitting “escape”.
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7 Filling in some gaps
7.1 Station details
Most organisations require that a log entry includes some basic equipment detail, such
as antenna and power used. Take advantage of some spare time to revisit Section 1.5
of these instructions and go into “setup, band defaults, 999 MHz, band settings for band
X 999MHz”. Fill in the gaps for those bands which are likely to be used for contesting
with Tucnak. They can be updated anytime later.

7.2 Contest Defaults
In “setup, contest defaults”, check that you have the correct call and locator (especially
if /P operation), and for most VHF contests it’s worth removing the default reports of RS
59 and RST 599. This will enable a sent report to be filled in at the time of QSO without
being distracted by a default setting.

7.3 Restricted Functions of the Windows Version
With reference again to Figure 10, a number of options are available to the operator,
shown in a line beginning “1:QSOs – 2:Sked – 3:Talk” and so on.
•
•
•

1:QSOs
6:Stat
9:Map
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